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Abstract This paper deals with Estimation of 3-Dimensional Geo-Location Coordinate (Latitude, Longitude and
Elevation) of a given target location using the image of a
Target captured from a Gimballed Camera mounted on an
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). The 2-Dimensional
Geo-Location Coordinate (Latitude and Longitude) is
estimated by the application of Geo-Location Algorithm
based on the knowledge of target pixel location in the
image. The Target Elevation is estimated by Elevation
Estimation Algorithm using the 2-Dimensional Geo-Location Coordinate of target and Elevation Database such as
NASA Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) Database, National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA)
SRTM Database and Advanced Space borne Thermal
Emission and Reflection Radiometer Global Digital Elevation Model Version 2. This paper illustrates the Target
Geo-Location Coordinate Estimation for two different
experimental setup: UAV Simulation Setup and a Real
Time Setup. The Geo-Location Estimation result obtained
from the Simulation Setup is found to have localization
error around 0.3 m, while the estimates from the Real Time
Setup are found to have a higher localization error of
around 2.3 m. The elevation result obtained using
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Elevation Estimation Algorithm for SRTM 1-Arc Second
database is proved to be more accurate but this comes with
a downside of having longer processing time when compared with other databases. NGA 3-Arc Second database
provides the result with the shortest computation period.
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Introduction
The Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) typically involves an
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) which collects the
required data information and sends it to the Ground
Control Station (GCS) for analysing and carrying out
necessary actions required. Target Geo-Location is one
such application, where the Geo-Location Coordinate of
the target is determined in the GCS using the Imagery and
flight positional and attitude data sent from the UAV. This
paper aims to develop a GCS application for determining
the 3-Dimensional Geo-Location Coordinate of the Target
present in the Image captured from a gimballed camera
mounted on UAV, by application of Geo-Location Algorithm [1] and Elevation Estimation Algorithm. The novelty
in this paper lies in implementation of Elevation Estimation
Algorithm for determining the Elevation of the target using
its latitude and longitude estimate as input, and Elevation
database as reference. The knowledge of 3-Dimensional
Coordinate finds use in the application wherein accurate
knowledge of shape and height of target area of land of
interest is essential, for example in applications like flood
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control, realistic flight simulators, navigation safety and
many more [2].
The focus of this paper is to illustrate the 3-Dimensional
Geo-Location Coordinate Estimation using the Geo-Location Algorithm and Elevation Estimation Algorithm for the
two experimental setup: Simulation Setup and Real Time
Experiment Setup.
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Target Geo-Location Algorithm is mainly used for estimating the 2-Dimensional Geo-Location Coordinate of the
Target using the knowledge of Pixel Coordinates of the
Target present in the image captured from camera mounted
on an UAV. Geo-Location Algorithm describes the positional relationship of the target in the 2-Dimensional image
plane with its position in the inertial plane. The positional
relationship between the two planes can be obtained by the
knowledge of two type of parameters; External and Internal
Parameters. External Parameters defines the positional and
attitude orientation involved with Camera, Gimbal and
UAV while capturing image. This can be mainly described
using the Transformation matrices [3] between relative
coordinate frames as shown in Fig. 1. Internal Parameter
defines the quality characteristics of the camera, such as the
Image Depth and Camera Calibration [3] matrix as shown
in Fig. 2. The Geo-Location Coordinate Piobj of the Target
can be determined from the pixel location of the target
T
q ¼ ð xip yip 1 1 Þ present in the image as in (1) [3].
h
i1
Piobj ¼ Cc  Tgc  Tbg  Tvb  TIv Kq
ð1Þ
where Piobj is the Target Geo-Location Coordinate,


kI 0
K¼
, k is the Image Depth, q ¼
0 1
ð xip

yip

1

1 ÞT Target Pixel Location in image plane,
Xv

Yb(Right Wing)

Yv
Yg, Yc

div : Distance from Centre
Co-Ordinate
Yi (East)
Fig. 1 Coordinate frames [3]
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Fig. 2 Visualization of the image depth [3]

xip , yip is the Horizontal and Vertical pixel location of the
target in image, C c is the Camera Calibration Matrix, Tiv is
the Transformation Matrix from the Inertial to the Vehicle
Frame, Tvb is the Transformation Matrix from the Vehicle
to Body Frame, Tbg is the Transformation Matrix from the
Body to the Gimbal Frame, Tgc is the Transformation
Matrix from Gimbal to Camera Frame.

Elevation Datasets
The most widely used Elevation Dataset for obtaining
Elevation Information is the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) Shuttle Radar Topographic
Mission (SRTM) database, National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) SRTM Database and Advanced
Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer
(ASTER) Global Digital Elevation Model Version 2
(GDEM V2).
NASA and NGA SRTM Database
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Xb
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Xi (North)

Target

−i
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Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) is a joint
project by the National Imagery and Mapping Agency
(NIMA) and National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), mainly aimed at providing a Digital Elevation Model for covering 80% of Earth’s land surface.
For the convenience of the end user, SRTM data are
provided as a Radar Imagery Datafor a 1 degree Tile,
where each pixels are tagged with the Elevation Information for representing elevation data of equally spaced
points separated by 30 m (1-Arc Second Database) or 90 m
(3-Arc Second Database). The SRTM data can be downloaded by the end user via Reverb [4], the LP DAAC Data
Pool [5] and the Global Data Explorer [6]. In this study, the
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Global Data Explorer is considered as the source for
accessing the SRTM data.
NASA and NGA have published two different elevation
data models based on Radar Imagery results obtained
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission, for both 1-Arc Second
and 3-Arc Second namely, NASA SRTM and NGA SRTM.

where tgt lat; tgt lon is the estimated 2-Dimensional
Target Geo-Location Coordinate in degrees, lat; lon is
integer value of tgt lat; tgt lon
Step 1.2: Using the Integer value, choose the relevant
TIFF file from the desired Elevation database.
Tiff file ¼ SRTMv3 1 NlatE0lon:tiff

ð4Þ

ASTER GDEM V2 Database

Tiff file ¼ SRTMv3 3 NlatE0lon:tiff

ð5Þ

Tiff file ¼ NGASRTM 1 NlatE0lon:tiff

ð6Þ

Tiff file ¼ NGASRTM 3 NlatE0lon:tiff

ð7Þ

Tiff file ¼ ASTGTM2 NlatE0lon dem:tiff

ð8Þ

Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Refraction
Radiometer (ASTER) is a cooperative mission between
NASA and Japan’s Ministry of Economy Trade and
Industry (METI) for providing a Digital Elevation Model
by using the stereo viewing capability of high spatial resolution data captured in 14 bands, from visible to infrared
wavelengths in the ASTER instrument [7]. ASTER GDEM
V2 Database is used in this project as the study deals with
estimation of elevation for a given target geo-location. The
ASTER GDEM V2 data can be downloaded by the end
user via Reverb [4], J-Space systems ASTER GDEM [8]
and the Global Data Explorer [6]. In this study, the Global
Data Explorer [6] is considered as the source for accessing
the ASTER GDEM data.

where SRTMv3 1 NlatE0lon:tiff , SRTMv3 3 NlatE0lon:
tiff ,
NGASRTM 1 NlatE0lon:tiff ,
NGASRTM 3
NlatE0lon:tiff are the NASA SRTM and NGA TIFF file in
1-Arc second, 3-Arc second database which contains the
Elevation information for the Target. ASTGTM2
NlatE0lon dem:tiff is the ASTER Digital Elevation Model
TIFF file which contains Elevation Information for the
Target.
Step 2: Label the width and height pixel values of TIFF
File with relevant Geo-Location values.
Step 2.1: Read the tagged information from SRTM TIFF
File.

Estimation of Elevation

TIFF inf o ¼ imf inf oðTiff fileÞ

The Estimation of Elevation from the 2-Dimensional Target Geo-Location involves steps as shown in Fig. 3.
Step 1: Selecting the required Tagged Information File
Format (TIFF) File from a given elevation database.
Step 1.1: Extract the integer value of the Target GeoLocation Coordinate Estimate determined using (1).

where TIFF inf o contains all the Tagged Information
present in 1-Degree ElevationModel TIFF File
Step 2.2: Determine the width and height of the TIFF
File.

lat ¼ floorðtgt latÞ

ð2Þ

lon ¼ floorðtgt lonÞ

ð3Þ

Step 2

Step 1
TGL Result (Latude
and Longitude)
Integer Value Only

1-Arc
Second

3-Arc
Second

Label1-Degree TIFF File
with Geo-Coordinates

SRTM Database
Step 3
Pixel in TIFF having
closest Geo-Locaon
Value of Target

TGL Result (Latude
and Longitude)

Step 4
Elevaon
Esmaon

Assigning Weights to the
Surrounding Pixel
Elevaon Esmates

Pixels in TIFF File which
surrounds the GeoLocaon Value of Target

TGL: Target Geo Locaon

ð9Þ

width ¼ TIFF inf o:width

ð10Þ

height ¼ TIFF inf o:height

ð11Þ

where width; height is the Width and Height of the TIFF
Image in Pixels.
Step 2.3: Get the Latitude and Longitude value tagged
withorigin pixel (0, 0).
pix0 lat ¼ TIFF inf o:ModelTiepointTagð5Þ;

ð12Þ

pix0 lon ¼ TIFF inf o:ModelTiepointTagð4Þ;

ð13Þ

where pix0 lat; pix0 lon is the Latitude and Longitude
values representing the pixel (0,0) location in image,
TIFF inf o:ModelTiepointTagð5Þ;
TIFF inf o:ModelTiepointTagð4Þ contains the latitude and
longitude information of the origin pixel in 1 degree Elevation Data Model TIFF File considered [9].
Step 2.4: Create arrays for labelling the height and width
pixel index with the geo-location value and assign the first
element with the origin pixel value
TIFFlontiff ¼ zerosðwidth; 1Þ

ð14Þ

Fig. 3 Flowchart of process involved in estimation of elevation
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8i 2 ð1; widthÞ
Latitude (90o)
North(N)

TIFFlontiff ðiÞ ¼ pix0 lon þ ði  1Þ
TIFF inf o:ModelPixelScaleTagð1Þ

Pixel (0,0)

Pixel (0,0)

8i 2 ð1; heightÞ
TIFFlattiff ðiÞ ¼ pix0 lat þ ði  1Þ
TIFF inf o:ModelPixelScaleTagð2Þ

Latitude 0o
Longitude 0o

Longitude (-180o)
West(W)

Longitude
(180o) East(E)

Pixel (0,0)

ð18Þ

Pixel (0,0)

Latitude (-90o)
South(S)

Fig. 4 Latitude and longitude labeling convention for the image
present in different coordinate locations

ð19Þ

where TIFFlontiff ; TIFFlattiff is the longitude and latitude
label array for the pixel width and height indices.
TIFF inf o:ModelPixelScaleTagð1Þ; TIFF inf o:ModelPixel
ScaleTagð2Þ provides the pixel scale value in latitude and
longitude axis [9].
Step 3: Determining the pixels in TIFF Filesurrounding
Target Geo-Location coordinate
Step 3.1: Determine the latitude and longitude pixel
label index having closest value to the Target Geo-Coordinate value
lon dif ¼ absðTIFFlontiff  tgt lonÞ
idxlon ¼ indexðminðlon dif ÞÞ

Legend
SRTM Data Altitude Matrix Cells
(Geo-Location Co-ordinates)
Target Geo Location Co-ordinate

lat dif ¼ absðTIFFlattiff  tgt latÞ

Latitude +1
(Next Nearest Index Value)
A

A

B
latdiff< 0
londiff> 0

latdiff< 0
londiff< 0

Latitude
(Nearest Index Value)
D

latdiff> 0
londiff> 0

latdiff> 0
londiff< 0
B

A
Longitude -1
(Next Nearest Index Value)

D

C

Longitude
(Nearest Index Value)

idxlat ¼ indexðminðlat dif ÞÞ

Longitude +1
(Next Nearest Index Value)

ð15Þ

TIFFlontiff ð1Þ ¼ pix0 lon

ð16Þ

TIFFlattiff ð1Þ ¼ pix0 lat

ð17Þ

where TIFFlontiff is the longitude label array for the pixel
width indices, TIFFlattiff is the latitude label array for the
pixel height indices.
Step 2.5: Label the other pixel height and width indices
with respective Geo-Location Value.The target considered
in this study falls in Northern Hemisphere and is located
towards east of the prime meridian. By observing Fig. 4 it
is clear that when Target considered falls in right top
section of the circle, as the pixel index increases, the longitude value increases but the latitude value decreases

ð22Þ

where TIFFfile: File name of Digital Elevation Database
considered, Elev inf o: Elevation information Matrix
containing the elevation value tagged with very pixel in
TIFF File considered
Database ElevEstimate ¼ Elev inf oðidxlat; idxlonÞ

TIFFlattiff ¼ zerosðheight; 1Þ

ð21Þ

where idxlon, idxlat represents the pixel index having
closest value of target geo-location longitude and latitude
value.
Step 3.2: Determine the Elevation information tagged
with the closest pixel to the target in the TIFF File.
Elev inf o ¼ readðTiff ðTIFFfileÞÞ

Latitude -1
A (Next Nearest Index Value)

Fig. 5 Possible target location with respect to surrounding pixels
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ð20Þ

ð23Þ

where Database ElevEstimate: is the Elevation Information tagged with closest pixel.
Step 3.3: Determine the difference in geo-location
coordinate value between the Target Geo-LocationCoordinate and Geo-Location information tagged with closest
pixel
latdiff ¼ TIFFlattiff ðidxlatÞ  tgt lat

ð24Þ

londiff ¼ TIFFlontiff ðidxlonÞ  tgt lon

ð25Þ

where latdiff , londiff is the latitude and longitude offset
between tagged value of closest pixel and target
coordinate.
The pixels surrounding Target Geo-Coordinate value are
labelled ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, ‘D’. The closest pixel to the target is
labelled as ‘C’, the adjacent pixel to ‘C’ in the longitude
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Table 1 Longitude values and pixel width index location of surrounding pixels for different positional scenario
Condition

A
Value

B
D
Pixel location (Aidxlat) Value Pixel location (Bidxlat) Value

Pixel location (Didxlat)

Longitude values and index of surrounding pixel
latdiff [ 0, londiff [ 0 nlon-mpst(1)

idxlon-1

Nlon

Idxlon

nlon-mpst(1)

idxlon-1

latdiff \ 0, londiff [ 0 nlon-mpst(1)

idxlon-1

Nlon

Idxlon

nlon-mpst(1)

idxlon-1

latdiff [ 0, londiff \ 0 nlon ? mpst(1) idxlon ? 1

Nlon

Idxlon

nlon ? mpst(1) idxlon ? 1

latdiff \ 0 londiff \ 0

Nlon

Idxlon

nlon ? mpst(1) idxlon ? 1

nlon ? mpst(1) idxlon-1

Table 2 Latitude values and pixel height index location of surrounding pixels for different positional scenario
Condition

A
Value

B
Pixel location (Aidxlon) Value

D
Pixel location (Bidxlon) Value Pixel location (Didxlon)

Latitude values and index of surrounding pixel
latdiff [ 0, londiff [ 0 nlat-mpst(2)

idxlat ? 1

nlat-mpst(2)

idxlat ? 1

Nlat

Idxlat

latdiff \ 0, londiff [ 0 nlat ? mpst(2) idxlat-1

nlat ? mpst(2) idxlat-1

Nlat

Idxlat

latdiff [ 0, londiff \ 0 nlat-mpst(2)

nlat-mpst(2)

Nlat

Idxlat

Nlat

Idxlat

idxlat ? 1

latdiff \ 0, londiff \ 0 nlat ? mpst(2) idxlat-1

idxlat ? 1

nlat ? mpst(2) idxlat-1

axis is labelled as ‘B’ and in the latitude axis is labelled as
‘D’. The diagonally opposite pixel to ‘C’ is labelled as ‘A’.
The different possible positional scenario of the target with
respect to the closest pixel location ‘C’ is as shown in
Fig. 5. Tables 1 and 2 provide the calculation for determining the latitude and longitude values of surrounding
pixels for different positional scenario.
Where
nlat = TIFFlattiff(idxlat),
nlon = TIFFlontiff(idxlon) represents Geo-Location Coordinate value of
the closest pixel ‘C’, mpst(1) = TIFFinfo.ModelPixelScaleTag(1)
and
mpst(2) = TIFFinfo.ModelPixelScaleTag(2) Longitude and Latitude Scaling Value in
degrees used in Elevation TIFF image pixel array, Aidxlat,
Aidxlon, Bidxlat, Bidxlon, Didxlat, Didxlon represents the
pixel location (height,width) of pixel ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘D’.
Step 4: Estimating the Elevation by assigning weights to
elevation value of surrounding pixels.
Step 4.1: Determine Latitude offset between Target
latitude coordinate and the latitude value tagged with pixel
‘B’, and similarly Target longitudeCoordinate with longitude value tagged with pixel ‘D’.
latdiff nxt ¼ TIFFlattiff ðBidxlatÞ  tgt lat

ð26Þ

londiff nxt ¼ TIFFlontiff ðDidxlonÞ  tgt lon

ð27Þ

where latdiff nxt is the latitude offset between target and
pixel ‘B’, londiff nxt is the longitude offset between the
target and pixel ‘D’.

Latitude+1
(Next Nearest Index Value)
B

A

RB

latdiff_nxt

RC

latdiff
Latitude
(Nearest Index Value)

RA

RD
D

C
londiff
Longitude
(Nearest Index Value)

londiff_nxt

Longitude+1
(Next Nearest Index Value)

Fig. 6 Calculating radial distance from surrounding pixels

Step 4.2: Determine the radial distance RA, RB, RC, RD
between the surrounding pixels ‘A’, ’B’, ’C’, ‘D’ by
applying the Pythagoras Theorem for the triangle obtained
as shown in Fig. 6
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
RC ¼ ðlatdiff Þ2 þ londiff Þ2
ð28Þ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð29Þ
RD ¼ ðlatdiff Þ2 þ ðlondiff nxtÞ2
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
RA ¼ ðlatdiff nxtÞ2 þ ðlondiff nxtÞ2
ð30Þ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð31Þ
RB ¼ ðlatdif nxtÞ2 þ ðlondiff Þ2
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Table 3 UAV, GIMBAL and camera parameters considered in
simulation setup
UAV parameters

Gimbal
parameters

Camera parameters

Latitude:
Azimuth
12.963021580681730°
(a):0o

Width 9 Height:640 9 480
pixels

Longitude:
Elevation
77.651407302614830°
(b):0o

Fx:142.8571428571429
pixel units

where Rsum : Sum of Radial Distance of surrounding pixel
from target, WA ; WB ; WC ; WD : Weights assigned for surrounding Pixel Location ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, ‘D’.
Step 4.4: Read the Elevation Information tagged with
the surrounding pixel ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, ‘D’
elevC ¼ Elev inf oðidxlat; idxlonÞ

ð33Þ

elevA ¼ Elev inf oðAidxlat; AidxlonÞ

ð34Þ

Altitude: 60 mts

bXg: 0 mts Fy:142.8571428571429
pixel units

elevB ¼ Elev inf oðBidxlat; BidxlonÞ

ð35Þ

Pitch (u): 0°

bYg: 0 mts Cx:320.5 pixel

elevD ¼ Elev inf oðDidxlat; DidxlonÞ

ð36Þ

Roll (h): 0°

bZg: 0 mts

Heading (w): 0°

Cy:240.5 pixel

where elevA; elevB; elevC; elevD is the elevation information obtained for surrounding pixels ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, ‘D’ from
Elevation Datamodel TIFF File.
Step 4.5: Determine the Elevation Estimation using the
weights assigned to surrounding pixels

gXc:0 mts
gYc:0 mts
gZc:0 mts

tgt elev ¼ ðWA  elevAÞ þ ðWB  elevBÞ þ ðWC  elevCÞ
þ ðWD  elevDÞ
ð37Þ
where tgt elev is the estimated Target Elevation.

Results and Discussions

Fig. 7 Synthetic scenery generated using simulation parameters

where RA ; RB ; RC ; RD the radial distances from surrounding
pixel locations ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, ‘D’.
Step 4.3: Assign weights to surrounding pixels
depending on radial distance with target
Rsum ¼ RA þ RB þ RC þ RD
RC
RD
RA
RB
WA ¼
; WB ¼
; WC ¼
and WD ¼
Rsum
Rsum
Rsum
Rsum
ð32Þ

In this study, the Estimation of 3-Dimensional Geo-Location of Target is tested for two different setup: Simulation
Setup and Real Time Experiment Setup.
Simulation Setup is achieved by generating synthetic
scenery for a gimballedcamera mounted on UAV [3]. The
simulation parameters involved with the UAV, Gimbal and
Camera for generating simulated image is mentioned in
Table 3. For considering ideal conditions, the UAV is
assumed to be positioned exactly above the considered
Target, NAL Water Tank with Geo-Location Coordinate,
Latitude
12.963021580681730°
and
Longitude
77.651407302614830°. The Synthetic Scenery generated
using Simulation parameter is as shown in Fig. 7.
The target Latitude and Longitude estimated for the
simulation setup using the Geo-Location Algorithm is
mentioned in Table 4 and the target elevation estimated
using different elevation databases are mentioned in
Table 5. The target elevation estimated from the NASA
SRTM 1-Arc second can be observed to provide best
accuracy when compared with the Google Earth data, but

Table 4 2-dimensional TGL estimation result for simulation setup
True value/algorithm data

Latitude (°)

Longitude (°)

Estimation Error (mts.)
0.29738

True value

12.9630215806813°

77.6514073026142°

Algorithm estimation

12.9630196640371°

77.6514092166802°
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Table 5 Elevation estimate result for the simulation setup
Type of elevation database

Elevation estimate from algorithm (mts.)

Google earth target elevation (mts.)

Processing time (s)

NASA SRTM

903.9463958537192

905

0.5849

3-Arc second
NASA SRTM

905.9708826052845

2.7752

903.7653636798246

0.3822

905.9708826052840

2.1649

908.6571434368291

2.0787

1-Arc second
NGA SRTM
3-Arc second
NGA SRTM
1-Arc second
ASTER GDEM V2

Fig. 10 a DJI phantom Quadcopter equipped with Ardupilot and
camera setup [1]. b Fatshark camera transceiver [10]

Fig. 8 Elevation estimation along latitude axis of the target in the
simulation image generated

Target Location
Considered
Quadcopter Capturing
Image at altitude 10.35

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11 a Target location considered in the real time setup [1],
b Quad copter capturing image at altitude 10.35 m [1]

Fig. 9 Elevation estimation along longitude axis of the target in the
simulation image generated

this comes with a downside of requiring processing time of
around 2.8 s. Also Figs. 8 and 9 provides a plot a plot of
elevation estimation from different database along the
Target’s pixel vertical and horizontal pixel axis (i.e. along
the Target’s longitude and latitude axis in the scenery
generated). For a considerable flat region as observed in
Fig. 7, Plot of Elevation Estimation along the Horizontal
and Vertical Pixel Axis of the Target as shown in Figs. 8

and 9 clear shows inaccuracy in the estimation with elevation estimate varying from 901 to 913 within a short
distance of less than 400 m.
For the Real Time Setup, DJI Phantom Quadcopter was
used as UAV, Fat Shark Camera Transceiver was used for
Camera Vision, Ardupilot APM 2.5 autopilot board provides the positional and attitude parameters involved with
the UAV, Camera and Gimbal. Figure 10 shows the
hardware setup involved in the real time experiment.
The target considered for the experiment was located at
the Geo-Location coordinate of Latitude: 12.96390880 and
Longitude: 77. 65287040 and the image were captured
from the UAV positioned at location with Geo-coordinate
Latitude: 12.9630920, Longitude: 77.6528640 and with
altitude of 10.35 m, as per the flight data obtained from
APM Board. Figure 11 shows the Target location and
snapshot of UAV capturing the target.
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Table 6 2-Dimensional TGL estimation result for real time setup
True value/algorithm data

Latitude (°)

Longitude (°)

Estimation error (mts.)

True value
Algorithm estimation

12.9639088°

77.6528704°

2.30788

12.963916187901°

77.652850496792°

Table 7 Elevation estimate result for real time setup
Type of elevation database

Elevation estimate from algorithm (mts.)

Google earth target elevation (mts.)

Processing time (s)

NASA SRTM

902.0475450614476

904

2.7752

3-Arc second
NASA SRTM

903.2210206667762

0.5849

902.2234905401432

0.3822

903.2210206667762

2.1649

897.5490376971159

2.0787

1-Arc second
NGA SRTM
3-Arc second
NGA SRTM
1-Arc second
ASTER GDEM V2

The 2-Dimensional Target Geo-Location Coordinate
estimated using the Geo-Location Algorithm for the Real
Time Setup is mentioned in Table 6. The Target Elevation
estimate using the elevation estimation algorithm referring
both 1-Arc and 3-Arc second SRTM database [8] is mentioned in Table 7.

Conclusion
The error in estimation of 2-Dimensional Geo-Location
Coordinate for the simulation setup is found to be around
0.3 m, which can be observed to be comparatively less than
2.3 m, which is observed for the real time setup. This is
mainly due to the presence of different error bias source
present while practical considerations. The elevation estimation obtained from NASA SRTM 1-Arc second data is
found to be most accurate as it considers surrounding
points close to the target when compared with the 3-Arc
second. But this accurate estimation comes with a downside of requiring more computation time. The ASTER
GDEM elevation estimation is observed for every 1-Arc
second (30 m) but this database can be observed to be
inaccurate due to the large variation in estimation observed
in a relatively flat area chosen for this experiment.
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